
Month: July
Monthly Theme: Living Everyday Wonder – Relationships

Weekly Topic Title: (July 3rd) Me, Myself, and I
“Our three greatest needs are: to feel that we are needed, wanted, and loved; to
feel that we belong to the universe in which we live.”
~Ernest Holmes

“It’s all about falling in love with yourself and sharing that love with someone who
appreciates you, rather than looking for love to compensate for a self love
deficit.”
~ Eartha Kitt

Affirmation: The Universe loving ItSelf is expressed as my Self-Love

Weekly Topic Title: (July 10th) You and I are We
Love is the only final security in the Universe; love is the greatest healing power
in the Universe, the only thing that binds people together in a community of Spirit.
~ Ernest Holmes

We don't really get close to others if our relationship is made up of an unending
hunky-dory-ness. It is the hard times, the painful times the sadness and the grief
that knit us more closely together.
~Desmond Tutu

Affirmation: I celebrate the We, which is intimately One with ItSelf

Weekly Topic Title: (July 17th) You and Me Create Society

“We cannot afford to hold personal animosities or enmities against the world or
individual members of society.  All such thoughts are outside the law...  Love
alone can beget love.” ~Ernest Holmes

“You never change things by fighting the existing reality. To change something,
build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete.” ~ Buckminster Fuller

Affirmation: I am a powerful catalyst of love within society.



Weekly Topic Title: (July 24th) Nature (God) is all around Us

“All of our memories of the past will be healed …, if our communion with nature
and with the Spirit becomes complete." ~Ernest Holmes

“We are all connected; To each other, biologically. To the earth, chemically. To the
rest of the universe atomically.” ~ Neil DeGrasse Tyson, American astrophysicist

Affirmation:
Where I am God is, where I go God is!

Weekly Topic Title: (July 31st) The One and Only

I believe that God is to each one what that person is to God.  The Divine Nature must
be Infinite, we know only as much of this Nature as we embody.  ~Ernest Holmes

“Your task is not to seek for love, but merely to seek and find all the barriers within
yourself that you have built against it.” ~Rumi

Affirmation:
My relationships with everything demonstrates my relationship with God


